ANNEXURE A
TIME:

SO WHAT NOW - David Icke interview 22 July 2020

33:42

CLIFF (C): Coming up next, he’s been called a madman, crazy, and a lunatic. World
famous conspiracy theorist David Icke is standing by from London. Join the
conversation, hashtag “So What Now?”

33:56

“Coming up next” Insert:
C: I’m not a doctor.
ICKE (I): “That’s fair enough but you’ve done no research on it.”
C: Neither have you!
I: “I’ve done 30 years of research on it –
C: Yes, but, as a doctor?

34:15

C: My next guest definitely has some controversial opinions. David Icke welcome
to the show. You’re a former footballer, who had a promising career; then a BBC
sports commentator. Since then you’ve been warning for 30 years of a global
Orwellian state in the making. I need to put a disclaimer upfront, you have been
banned from most of the major social media platforms and you’ve even been
banned from being interviewed on TV internationally for putting out what has been
reported as harmful information. Now, some of what you say may sound crazy to
some people, some of it makes sense to some people. But I’m a proponent of free
expression, even if I don’t buy it, and everyone gets to decide for themselves.
C: Thank you for joining us and how do you think it was that you became the world’s
most famous conspiracy theorist?

35:06

I: “Well 30 years of hard work, and you say conspiracy theorist. Let’s first
of all establish where that came from. The terms conspiracy theory or
conspiracy theorist came into widespread use, thanks to the CIA in the
1970s, 1967 it was. They were getting concerned that people were not
buying the official story of the Kennedy assassination which involved
bullets doing U-turns and going through several people – at the same
time. I mean it was ludicrous. And so they wrote, and the documents
exist, you can see them – they wrote to various media organisations in
America saying, they should use the terms conspiracy theory and
conspiracy theorist, to discredit those that were not accepting the official
narrative. And that’s now become the official label of derision, worldwide, of anyone that says, actually governments lie to us. And when
governments tell us things and authority tell us things, we should check
it out, we should research it, and see if it stands up. And I’ll tell you after
30 years of doing it, it really does. Not least with the current events, with
the coronavirus, as we are told to believe in.”
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36:30

C: Okay, now you’ve been very vocal about this coronavirus pandemic being a
planned conspiracy theory, a conspiracy rather, for global governance. Now we
won’t have time to interrogate this in any detail but I am curious. With you being
banned from so many platforms and so many other fake news stories across the
mainstream platforms – I mean, Donald Trump talks about fake news all the time –
how can we find the balance between blocking, in your opinion, perceived harmful
narratives and allowing actual freedom of expression and who gets to decide
David?

37:03

I: Well, who gets to decide currently is the authorities! And the authorities
include the giant corporations of Silicon Valley. Once you start saying that
people cannot express their opinions or deliver their detailed research
because it challenges the official narratives, and that’s what is happening
world-wide, nevermore so than during this, what I would call a pandemic
hoax, and I can talk at great length, maybe some time else, when we’ve got
the time, about the absolute factual evidence to support that. So, in this
period now, we have this quite obvious scam going on in terms of
communication of information. The World Heath Organisation was created by
people like the Rockefeller family, to control global health policy from a
central health point. It’s fronted up by a guy called Ted Ross, the DirectorGeneral, who is just an asset of Bill Gates who owns the World Health
Organisation. He’s the second biggest funder and if Trump pulls the funding
as he says he’s going to, Gates will be the biggest funder.”

38:22

C: I mean, part of the reason I was curious to have you on is because this almost
feels like the perfect storm of this kind of, suppression of information, conspiracy
theory stuff. It looks like the world is ripe for all of this to take root at the moment
because people just don’t know who to believe, right?

38:42

I: “This is what I would say – don’t believe me. Certainly, don’t believe the
official narrative. But check it out for yourself. Instead of just saying, okay I’m
going to take my opinions and my perceptions like a sponge, from some
external source, what I’m going to do is say, well this is what this official
narrative says, this is what this guy Icke says, which is very different so, what
I’m going to do is check them out. And, you can do that. The information still
exists but you have to look for it. It’s not going to be put in front of you.”

39:15

C: So, if I take some of the David Icke stuff and I take a little bit of it and I’d say that
the rest is - you know maybe I don’t believe in the lizard people stuff or any of that,
what’s so dangerous….

39:28

I: “You should have talked to Credo Mutwa about that – the Zulu shaman…”

39:31

C: I’m going get to Credo Mutwa in a moment, because you and he were quite close
and its really your connection with South Africa but if I decide to take some and not
the rest and I decide to find evidence for myself of what I believe and what I’d like
to believe and what I’m going to buy and what I won’t, why is that threatening to
some people?
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I: “Well if you are trying to sell a story, a narrative and why you’re trying to do
that? Because you’re trying to control perception because from perception
comes behaviour. If you want to control behaviour, you’ve got to control
perception. How do you control perception? You control information that
people receive from which they form those perceptions. So, you want to
control the narrative, so you control perception. And the danger is that
someone like me comes along, having done 30 years of research and
predicted all this stuff that’s going on now in my books decades ago by the
way, and says actually they’re lying to you. So, suddenly this control of
perception is being threatened because control of information that people
hear and receive is being threatened and that’s why we having this mass
frenzy of censorship by Silicon Valley which is owned by the – those
corporations are owned by the same people that own the web of deceit that I
have been exposing for three decades. And therefore, they’re coming out
now, they are coming out of the shadows basically and they openly in the
public eye saying, no we’re not going to allow this. And I was banned after
doing a live interview, stream on YouTube which got a phenomenal audience
because I said one thing. And this is what they are terrified of people realising,
there is no virus…

41:25

C: Well!

41:26

That’s what they’re terrified of, there is no virus…

41:27

C: [Incredulous laughter]

41:29

I: Did you know that there is not a scientific paper on planet earth that has
isolated the virus they call SARS-COV2 or COVID19. It was never isolated it
to show it exists, never been done. They’ve had to admit that. Secondly, do
you know the RT PCR test, that is deciding if you’ve got it or not, that was
developed by a man called Kary Mullis in the 1980’s. He got the Nobel Prize
for it. And he said this test must never be used to diagnose infectious
disease, which is exactly what they are using.”

42:05

C: David, there are actual people, people who are dead and…

42:10

I: “Yes, of course.”

42:11

C: It comes across as particularly insensitive. I mean look, I don’t want to get into…

42:17

I: “No answer my question. How do you know they died of COVID 19? Let me
give you just one very quick example of how this is being scammed. In
America they changed the law when this pandemic first started to arrive, in
which hospitals who diagnosed people with regular pneumonia were paid $4
600. Suddenly if they diagnosed COVID 19 pneumonia, they now been paid
$13 000. And if they put a COVID-diagnosed patient on a ventilator they get
$39 000. Now if you are running an organisation that is reacting to a proper
virus, then you don’t have to do those things because the virus effect will take
care of itself. So, why you are you introducing this massive financial
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incentive to get people to diagnose what you want them to diagnose? Do you
know 99% of people diagnosed who have died –
[Telephone rings in background]
43:20

C: You might want to get that call in case it’s the overlords … Just check.

43:30

I: I’ll get rid of that yeah …
Yeah, 99% of the people who were designated to who have died in Italy of
COVID 19, this has been admitted by the Italian authorities, had one, two,
three or four other, what they call morbidities, reasons to die. It’s been well
documented that people who have died of many and various things have been
designated COVID 19 on the death certificate. And these things need
discussing. If people don’t want to accept them, fair enough. But let’s debate
it, and let’s put all the evidence on the table and let’s see where we go from
there. If you’re trying to silence someone, so this stuff is never discussed
you’ve got something to hide.”

44:12

C: Well, I’m only inclined to agree with you to the point where I think that if you try
to push these things underground they actually get more and more powerful so, if
you trying to silence people [pause]

44:23

I: “You’ve done no research on this at all! So, you’re saying well I don’t agree
with this. Well, if you had done the research I’ve done then you –

44:31

C: I’m not a doctor.

44:34

I: “That’s fair enough but you’ve done no research on it.”

44:35

C: Neither have you!

44:37

I: “I’ve done 30 years of research on it –

44:39

C: Yes, but, as a doctor?

44:41

I: “… And the information comes from doctors, virologists and medical
specialists who will never get on a mainstream programme because they’ve
sussed, there is no virus.”

44:51

C: All right, David you knew Credo Mutwa very well. You’ve been to South Africa
before. The two of you used to communicate regularly. Is he your main connection
with South Africa and do we feature in any of your work?

45:04

I: “Oh, you’ve feature in my work many times over the years I’ve written a
stream of books. I came across Credo Mutwa, a long long time ago. I didn’t
know who Credo was, he didn’t know who I was. And I by that time had come
to certain conclusions about what has happening from a western research,
I’m a journalist, that is my background, from a western journalistic research
point of view. I started having these long conversations with Credo Mutwa
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about the Zulu legends, the Zulu information passed on through the
generations and what he was telling me and what I had researched in America
and Britain and the western world in general was amazingly similar in many
ways the same. And what I found, if you look and research these ancient
cultures, whether they are the Aborigines in Australia or wherever you go,
there is a common theme and that theme is of a force manipulating human
society and all I’ve done is bring that into the 21st century and show them that
it’s still going on today, big time. And that’s the force that is behind this fake
pandemic.”
46:24

C: Well I’m pleased to have given you a place to tell your story and to explain your
position because so many people would rather shut you down. But I think maybe
there are many of us who are left more confused than when we started this. David
thank you very much for joining us.

46:39

I: “More confused, because this is a few minutes. Read a book and you’ll see
how much sense it actually makes.”

46:46

C: I’ll get you on the radio show as well to give you some room [46:51]
I hope you’re as confused as I am. Don’t worry, just pour yourself a glass of … Oh
… Wait.
If any of our lizard overlords are watching, please let us know what we can do to
get our lives back to normal, because I think we’re all gatvol of this lockdown, winter,
and all the rest. [46:55]
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